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There are days when you just need to rant and rave about
stuff. Moments when you need to get it off your chest. You
know the drill. If there is something that is bothering you or
getting under your skin, this is a safe space to vent. But
keep a few things in mind. First, do your best to keep the
object of your rant as illogical and pointless as possible.
Nobody has time for a rant about something serious and
important. Second, try to keep it short and sweet. Long rants
wear out their welcome very quickly. Finally, be honest and
transparent. Nothing is worse than a ranter ranting about
something that doesn’t really bother them that much. It’s
plain to everyone around that it is an empty rant, devoid of
purpose and passion. Mean it or keep it to yourself.
In our ongoing effort to be helpful and generous, we here at
REO have decided to give you, dear reader, a short collection
of rants to help guide you in your future ranting. A primer,
if you will. Here are five mini-rants about five different
things that are deserving of the best we have to offer. We
hope you will enjoy this Ranting Ever On, Friday Five style.
And please, feel free to add your own rant in the comment
section below.

How Pluto has been Dismissed As Not an Actual Planet
Back in grade school, we learned the acronym My Very Educated
Mother Just Served Us Nine Pizzas to remember the planets. The
truly awesome thing about this acronym is that we were getting
nine pizzas. Nine! But now…now our innocence is lost. No more
carefree hours of staring at that pizza planet in the sky (I
don’t think we can actually see it, but we can imagine its

there). Now It’s just My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us
Nine… And that’s it. Nope, nothing, nada. But there is hope.
In recent years there has been a movement afoot to include all
of the dwarf planets with the regular planets. If this dream
transpires it will be Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Cerus,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Haumea, Makemake, and
Eris. I have seen a number of suggested acronyms if this does,
in fact, become reality. Unfortunately, none of the
suggestions I read have included pizza, which makes me think
many people are missing the important point here. Let me
suggest My Very Educated Mother Christine Just Served Us Nine
Pizzas Having Mucho Everything. So I say its high time we take
back our childhood. Let’s take matters into our hands and put
that pizza back in the acronym as it so justly deserves. (Ben
Plunkett)

Wendy’s “Fresh-Never-Frozen Beef”
Why does Wendy’s now advertise that their beef is fresh and
NEVER FROZEN? It is in every commercial they do now. Freezing
beef is now up there with being a Nazi as one of the worst
sins you can commit in 21st century America. People freeze
meat all the time. They buy giant deep freezers just so they
can buy a lot of meat and freeze it.
Now Wendy’s has decided that it is horrible to freeze
beef. WHAT IS NEXT, WHERE WILL THIS END!?!?!?! (Mike Lytle)

Why Does Carey Elwes Have to Be So Much Cooler Than Me?
Yeah, Carey, I get it. You got to be Westley in The Princess
Bride, getting to kiss Robin Wright, hang out with Andre the
Giant, have the greatest sword fight of modern times and make
women all over the world fawn. And you got a turn as the Dread
Pirate Roberts, as if being a pirate isn’t a lifelong fantasy

of mine. Yeah, you got to actually be on the set with, run
lines with, and act in the same scenes with George Costanza
and other characters from Seinfeld once. No big deal. Not like
I wouldn’t light myself on fire to have had that opportunity.
You got to match wits with Shawn and Gus as the mesmerizing,
out-of-the-park home run recurring villain Despereaux in
Psych. You even got to prove that when your role is a lame
character, like Jerry on Liar, Liar, that you still make it
totally unforgettable and quotable! You have the perfect
looks, the sublime accent and the filmography I would die for.
And yet all of that apparently isn’t enough, as you have now
signed on for Season 3 of Stranger Things. Why do you do this
to me, Carey Elwes? Why do you take my perfectly content life
and make me yearn for more? (Gowdy Cannon)

Clipping My Fingernails
I hate clipping my nails. It’s boring. it’s tedious, and it
seems like I am having to do it more often these days. My
nails just won’t stop growing! Why do they have to grow so
fast? I’ll admit, I would hate NOT having nails because then
my fingers would look like little fleshy protrusions growing
out of my hands, but all this nail clipping is just a complete
headache. Sadly, there is no good answer here. No nails and
I’m a mutant. Long nails and I’m a creep. So I have to clip
them. Fine nails! I’ll clip you on a regular basis but don’t
expect me to be happy about it! (Phill Lytle)

Internet Lists
Do you know what we need a lot fewer of on the internet?
Lists. Some lists are cool, such as this fine websites weekly
list of musings from various contributors. I have benefited
greatly from sitting down in the morning and creating a daily

to-do list But I think the internet has really gotten out of
hand and we need to stop. Every time I turn around someone is
publishing some inane list of something and they are usually
way more than just a few items. “Twenty-five reasons why the
number two is cooler than the number eight” or “99 reasons
that 1999 was the best year ever!” or “22 reasons that Barb
from Stranger Things is the greatest character in the history
of fiction”. I haven’t always felt this way. I remember when
they celebrated 100 years of film with the top 100 movies of
all time. I enjoyed watching that because it was compiled from
years of cinema and it made me want to watch some movies that
I had never before thought of watching. Now, however, we are
just using lists willy-nilly as if they are some magic device
that makes our opinion more valid. Why do we like making lists
and looking at the lists of others? Is it because we like
ranking stuff and seeing if others agree with us even if the
things we are ranking aren’t that important and/or really
don’t require any sort of ranking? Are we not content to have
a group of stuff that we like that isn’t broken down somehow?
Do we have to catalog every single aspect of our life and
share it with other people and then find ourselves arguing
over the ways their list is different than ours? Maybe it
annoys me so much because I’ve caught myself ten points deep
into a 35 point list that I saw on the internet and realized
that my life will not be improved by knowing all of the times
that Hurley from Lost proved himself to be the smartest person
on the island. Lists are not bad. Lists are fine if used in
moderation. But can we please show a little restraint on our
usage of lists.
I hope you will revisit the site next week when I publish my
list of 19 reasons why I believe that The Walking Dead is all
happening inside Jack from Lost’s head. (Jonathan Postlewaite)

